
• 1x12" Extension Cab / Isolation Cab

• Over 30db of sound dampening

• Free Flow air port allows correct 
 speaker/mic relationship

• Dual goosenecks with Triad-Orbits 
 M2-R 180 rotational mic mounts

• Quick connect ISO portion allows easy 
 disconnection for use as a conventional 
 1x12 cab

• Quick  connect front panel access 

• Celestion UK made 16 Ohms 
 G12H75 Creamback Loaded

• Multi-ply Baltic Birch construction

• Handcrafted in the USA

• Limited lifetime warranty

Dimensions:  
Extension cab only - 24"W x 10"D x 21"H 
Isolation - 24"W x 20"D x 21"H 

Weight:  
Extension cab only - 38 lbs. 
Isolation - 70 lbs

CHAMELEON
ISOLATION-EXTENSION CAB

SIMPLE AS 1-2-3

There is a shift on large stages happening.  Artists are asking for lower and lower stage volume. Having experienced using ISO cabs in the 
past with much distain, Joe Morgan set out to build the world’s most innovative iso-cab with real world usability.  After a year of research the 
following design criteria was set: It needed to sound good with clean and overdriven tones. Players should be able to easily swap the speak-
ers. It needed to sound like a guitar cab. Mic placement should allow players to easily put the mic where it needs to be. The cab should 
function as a live cab when not in use as an isolation cab. Morgan's Chameleon solves all these problems! 

The Chameleon is a traditional closed back 1x12 cab which in seconds can transform into an isolation cab. This two in one design gives 
players the best of both worlds - gig by day and record at night!

Four quick connect latches allow you to attach the isolation chamber to the front of the 1x12 cab. What makes this isolation cabinet different 
from most is that Joe designed an acoustic trap that allows air to enter and exit the isolation portion while trapping the acoustic portion of the 
sound waves. This allows the speaker to behave like it would normally, as opposed to the increased dampening caused by the sealed design 
you find on most ISO cabs. What this means to you is that your chimey cleans are still going to be chimey!
  
In order to address mic placement Morgan partnered up with Triad-Orbits to include 2 x M2-R 180-degree mic swivels in each cab. These 
amazing devices allow you to truly pinpoint your mic placement. To top it all off the Chameleon features a front panel access door, allowing 
you to easily get your mic placement just right.  And as with all Morgan cabinets, the Chameleon is built in the USA using Baltic birch  construc-
tion and backed by a limited lifetime warranty

Finally, Joe Morgan designed an Isolation cab that works and sounds like a conventional cab!


